
EVS Mobility in Barcellona 
01/2020 – 08/2020 (7 months) 

 
 

Description: This mobility is included in the strategic EVS “Youthquake” project was 
born in the 2016 when a large area of central Italy was hit by a series of earthquakes. 
This led to a loss of lives, homes, economic resources, social infrastructure and 
damaged the rich historical and artistic heritage of the region. The hosting organization 
is Fundació Catalunya Voluntària-FCV is a non-governmental, non-profit and 
independent entity whose legal form is that of a private foundation. It promotes the 
active participation of young people who are unemployed and at risk of social exclusion 
in voluntary service programmes at a local and regional level, in collaboration with 
various youth and voluntary organisations. Volunteers tasks: Photography and 
videomaking, Content creation, social media, suport in Workshops and events, Support 
in daily activities of the organization. NB. The mobility will start at the and of January, 
so take in consideration it in your application. 
 
Task proposals  
 

- Photography and videomaking. 
o Taking pictures at events, pictures for posters, etc.  
o Creating promo videos, summary videos, etc.  

 
- Content creation 

o Think ideas of promo, dissemination, videos, etc 



o Propose a personal project related to the topics of the organization to 
develop (for example, short videos, series of photos, etc) 

 
- Social media  

o Creating material, planning, managing, etc 
o Web development 

 
- Workshops & events 

o Propose and organize workshops for local people considering the topics 
of interest of the person 

o Participating in events, giving support, etc 
 

- Support in daily activities of the organization 
 
 
 
Requirements:  

- Creative and original 
- Proactive (this is very important!) 
- Flexible and adaptable 

 
In the FCV team, we believe in self management of time and tasks, so the ability to 
organize and be proactive will be quite necessary. We are a very easygoing team, and 
we like sharing and enjoying the time together, but we appreciate the possibility of 
being responsible of our own work. The volunteer will have the opportunity to propose 
their own ideas and project.  
 
Food and Accomodation: 
 
The volunteers will be accommodated in a shared apartment (shared double bedroom) 
near the city centre and the hosting organization will give to them the food allowance 
monthly. 
 
The EVS includes: 
 
Flights (roundtrip) up to 290 Euro/ 275 (roundtrip) for French Participants 
Food and accommodation 
Private insurance 
Pocket money: 4 euro for day  
Italian language course 
Support of a tutor/mentor for all the duration of the project 
Training course organized by the Italian National Agency of Youth 
Youthpass 
 
How to join the project: 
Interested candidates need to send an updated CV and a cover letter related to the 
project (both in English) to arcs.youthquake@gmail.com  

mailto:arcs.youthquake@gmail.com

